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25This paper develops the use of the concept of atmosphere in an ‘assemblage urbanism’ approach, as way
26of reevaluating how we understand the night-time city. In doing so, this paper rejects what it sees as an
27overuse of the term ‘night-time economy’ as a synonym for ‘urban night’. Instead, it seeks to describe the
28night-time city center as an affective atmosphere, emerging from the arranging of practices, bodies and
29materials. In this vision, an affective atmosphere is best understood as a form of ‘placed assemblage’. My
30studies of taxi drivers and street cleaners in a British city are used to illustrate and explore how this
31occurs, drawing from an analytic framework developed out of the work of Deleuze and Guattari. As such,
32this paper offers a broader vision of the urban night, which sees the perspective taken by ‘night-time
33economy studies’ as reflecting just a portion of the practices which generate the affective atmosphere
34of the night-time city center.
35� 2013 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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38 1. Introduction

39 ‘Assemblage urbanism’ has come to the fore in attempts to
40 bring together practice, affect and materialist oriented approaches
41 to understanding what the city is and how it functions. Assemblage
42 urbanism has emphasised the continuous construction and
43 production of the city through practices and the movement of
44 materials (Anderson et al., 2012; McCann and Ward, 2011;
45 McFarlane, 2011). This places new questions at the centre of urban
46 studies, as part of a wider shift in the epistemology of geography
47 and social science. The key issues for research become: ‘‘how do
48 things fit together and hold together across differences? How to
49 think the irreducible contingency of order?’’ (Anderson and
50 Harrison, 2010: 18). This paper is an attempt to explore these ques-
51 tions in relation to the night time city. To date, research into the
52 night-time city spread across criminology, geography, sociology,
53 anthropology, history, epidemiology and more has captured and
54 explored the changing nature of cities at night, as new sorts of
55 spaces, which Chatterton and Hollands (2002) label as playscapes.
56 These have developed according to urban governance strategies
57 that have prioritised the creation of large (chain) bars, pubs and
58 restaurants. Research has mainly centred on the British and
59 Australian contexts, though it has also explored night-time cities
60 in Europe, North America and East Asia. Through this research,
61 ‘night-time economy studies’ has had a close affinity with alcohol
62 studies (Jayne et al., 2008; Nicholls, 2009). Reviews of progress of
63 this field in the last 5 years (Jayne et al., 2011a; Roberts and
64 Eldridge, 2009) have indicated indicating a certain level of

65academic maturity in this field, mirroring an end to a period of
66growth in England of alcohol consumption in the urban night.
67Approaching the urban night from an ‘assemblage urbanism’
68position, however, can raise the question of whether this area of
69research has been too quick to equate the urban night with the
70night-time alcohol and leisure industry (‘the night-time economy’).
71Rather, there may be space to explore how non-economic and
72non-alcohol based practices intersect with more visible features
73of the urban night. In doing so, I add recent work on atmosphere
74(Anderson, 2009; Bissell, 2010) into the assemblage-related vocab-
75ulary, arguing that this offers a particularly geographical under-
76standing of the role of assemblage in the city. My work also
77builds upon recent attempts to begin to push research into alcohol
78and the night in new directions, incorporating the affective and
79atmospheric dimensions of night-time cities (Edensor, 2012;
80Eldridge and Robert, 2013). In this paper, my empirical focus
81remains on the night-time alcohol and leisure industry. However,
82it does so by focusing not on the night-time city as a singular ‘econ-
83omy’, but as an ‘affective atmosphere’. I work through a mixture of
84theoretical and empirical exploration, drawing on my research
85with taxi drivers and street cleaners in the city centre at night in
86order to explore both how atmospheres of the city centre are gen-
87erated, and also where they start to spill out and connect to the rest
88of the city. Developing this, I then argue that if we understand an
89affective atmosphere as a form of ‘placed assemblage’, we can cre-
90ate a powerful tool for using assemblage-as-description of the
91night-time city. In other words, I argue that certain assemblages
92emerge from multiple practices which collaborate and gather
93together to control a time and place, producing particular ‘affective
94atmospheres’. Many features of what has previously been labelled
95the ‘night-time economy’ are then better understood as one such
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96 atmosphere, a placed assemblage developed out of multiple prac-
97 tices of which the sale, regulation and governance of alcohol is just
98 one part.

99 2. Assemblage urbanism and atmosphere

100 Though geographers and people in urban studies have been
101 working with the ideas of Deleuze and Guattari for several years
102 (e.g. Doel, 1996; Nandrea, 1999), the concept of assemblage has
103 come to the centre of attention only more recently, in conversation
104 with the multiple other forms of ‘relational’ geography that now
105 dominate the discipline (Harrison, 2011). This slow emergence
106 and conversation between multiple perspectives means that the
107 contemporary concept of assemblage in urban geography is not a
108 simple development of the word ‘agencement’ from Deleuze and
109 Guattari (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987; Phillips, 2006). Particularly,
110 it also incorporates: perspectives which focus on the notion of
111 daily life and the urban as ‘assembled’, that is, as constantly
112 in-production (McCann and Ward, 2011); and the vocabulary of
113 actor-network theory, in which the topic of study is the way in
114 which society is brought together, that is, assembled (Latour,
115 2005). Crucially, assemblage in all its forms is interested in ‘‘a pro-
116 cess of emergence, process and stabilisation, and connotes a sense
117 that relations might be reassembled through changing forms of
118 authority’’ (McFarlane, 2009: 261). In this section, I want to offer
119 a brief review of assemblage, noting that a number of articles in
120 recent years have attempted to offer much longer and more
121 in-depth explorations of the idea (Anderson et al., 2012; Anderson
122 and McFarlane, 2011; McFarlane, 2011; McFarlane and Anderson,
123 2011), before focusing on how it might connect to and be brought
124 into contact with the concept of ‘atmosphere’. From here, I will
125 move onto discussing work on night-time economy and, through
126 my empirical examples, explore the different ways of understand-
127 ing the night-time city that this offers.
128 Deleuze and Guattari use the term agencement, which is trans-
129 lated as assemblage (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987; Phillips, 2006).
130 For them, assemblage is ‘‘larger than structure, system, form, pro-
131 cess etc. An assemblage contains heterogeneous elements on a bio-
132 logical, social, machinic, gnoseological, or imaginary order’’
133 (Guattari, 2006: 415). In this quote Guattari details the complexity
134 and depth of assemblage, which here is referring to both object and
135 process. It is worth noting, as Phillips does, that Deleuze and Guat-
136 tari do not use the French word assemblage (Phillips, 2006). The
137 word agencement comes from adding a common suffix (‘-ment’)
138 onto the verb agencer, translating as ‘to arrange’. Arguably, a more
139 suitable translation of agencement might thus be ‘arrangement’ or
140 in a gerund form of ‘(an) arranging’. Indeed, assemblage fits per-
141 haps best to the linguistic sense of the gerund in English, which
142 can act in a sentence as subject, object or verb. So while Deleuze
143 and Guattari typically write of assemblage as a noun, the word
144 contains within it a strong sense of verb. It is this way in which
145 it is possible to consider ‘‘assemblage as ethos’’, in which ethos is
146 ‘‘potentially a commitment, a ‘style’, a form of responsibility or
147 generosity’’ (Adey, 2012, p. 200), in other words, both noun and
148 verb. Assemblage thus offers a combination of structure and pro-
149 cess, forming contingent, vibrant arrangings that we interact with
150 on a daily basis, both in their ‘structural’ form, and their ‘processu-
151 al’ form. Here assemblage is thus about arranging co-existences:
152 about how the stable and the unstable, the solid and the light inter-
153 act to produce the thing.
154 An assemblage is located both in objects and practices that we
155 can identify in the world, and in the realm of the potential, contain-
156 ing aspects which have not yet been realised. To return to Deleuze
157 and Guattari’s terminology, ‘‘one side of a machinic assemblage
158 faces the strata, which doubtless makes it a kind of organism, or

159signifying totality, or determination attributable to the subject; it
160also has a side facing a body without organs, which is continually
161dismantling the organism, causing asignifying particles or pure
162intensities to pass or circulate’’ (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987: 4).
163Crucially, this understanding of assemblage incorporates two as-
164pects that are unique to the Deleuzo–Guattarian formation, and
165are not necessarily found in other uses of ‘assemblage’. First, this
166requires that we consider the ‘lively’ (Bennett, 2005) nature of
167assemblages: assemblages in Deleuze and Guattari are of ‘‘lines’’
168(Deleuze and Guattari, 1987), of moments of meeting between dif-
169ferent things. In other words, we are not looking at permanent con-
170nections between domains of practices, but the instances or places
171in which they sometimes meet. Second, assemblages in Deleuze
172and Guattari are ambivalent, that is, they incorporate both those
173practices which support an assemblage and those which under-
174mine it. Returning again to Guattari, he describes assemblages as
175being ‘‘of possible fields, of virtual as much as constituted ele-
176ments’’ (Guattari, 1995: 46). In other words, assemblage demands
177that we do much more than consider the networked relations be-
178tween domains of practice. Rather, we need to explore where these
179relations form, where they fail to form, where they may form,
180where they cannot form, and so on.
181Whilemyunderstanding of assemblage sitsmost closely to that of
182Deleuze and Guattari, it should also be noted that other uses of the
183term sharemuchwith ‘agencement’. For Latour, the task of the social
184researcher is one of ‘reassembling’ the social (Latour, 2005). Latour’s
185assembling is used todefine the social, that is, ‘‘a stabilised state of af-
186fairs, a bundle of ties’’ (Latour, 2005: 1). Through assembling, associ-
187ations are created and from here the social emerges. While Latour’s
188use of the assembling verb comes very close toDeleuze andGuattari’s
189agencement, he does not use a concept that is similar to ‘an assem-
190blage’, with the ‘actor-network’ being closest to this. An actor-net-
191work, however, seems to be more ‘concrete’ than an assemblage,
192giving priority to the actions that either have or haven’t happened,
193rather than possible actions. In particular, Latour’s work contains lit-
194tle of the sense of ‘becoming’ or the ‘virtual’ that is found in Deleuze
195andGuattari: asHarmanargues, ‘‘A thing is real for Latour only if it af-
196fects and perturbs other things’’ (Harman, 2009: 106). Nevertheless,
197this is a relatively subtledistinction:mostusesof assemblage insocial
198science arguably have some sense of both Latour’s and Deleuze and
199Guattari’s formulation in mind simultaneously.
200So assemblage involves within it an understanding of how
201co-existence occurs (McFarlane, 2009, p. 562), that is, it looks at
202how objects, agents, affects and discourses are gathered together.
203While this gathering is not inherently ‘geographical’, in other
204words, it is not always about things being gathered proximately
205to one another, equally the question of where these items are gath-
206ered is also an important one. Certain assemblages are placed, that
207is, they come to be located in and potentially to take over a partic-
208ular time-space. These assemblages have, to borrow a phrase, their
209‘own space’ (de Certeau, 1984). I argue that such assemblages seem
210to be very close to how academics have in recent years described
211atmospheres, with atmosphere best understood as a geographical
212phenomenon in which a particular assemblage ‘gains place’.
213As Brennan suggests, common-sense understandings of atmo-
214sphere describe it as something which is ‘felt’ when an individual
215enters a place (Brennan, 2004). The concept of the atmosphere,
216or the ‘affective atmosphere’, has received a significant amount
217of attention in recent years in geography (Adey and Bissell, 2010;
218Adey et al., 2013; Anderson, 2009; Bissell, 2010; McCormack,
2192008). Concerns about atmosphere have emerged as writers on af-
220fect have attempted to explore further the relationship between
221space and bodies and, specifically, how changes in the constitution
222of a space, whether in its characteristics or in the bodies within it,
223alter the affective experience of these spaces. Atmospheres are
224thus understood as:
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225 ‘‘generated by bodies – of multiple types – affecting one another
226 as some form of ‘envelopment’ is produced. Atmospheres do not
227 float free from the bodies that come together and apart to com-
228 pose situations. Affective qualities emanate from the assem-
229 bling of the human bodies, discursive bodies, non-human
230 bodies, and all the other bodies that make up everyday situa-
231 tion’’. (Anderson, 2009: 3)

232 Here, atmosphere seems to be closely connected to assemblage.
233 Like an assemblage, atmospheres come from the bringing together
234 of different ‘bodies’. Here, Anderson is using bodies in its broadest
235 sense, to refer to objects, discourses, people and animals. Unlike
236 assemblage, however, atmospheres are always geographical, con-
237 trolling but confined to a particular place, and often period of time.
238 So as Bissell argues, atmospheres have ‘‘a pull or a charge that
239 might emerge in a particular space which might (or might not) gen-
240 erate particular events and actions, feelings and emotions’’ (Bissell,
241 2010, p. 273, my emphasis). In Bissell’s quote, it is also worth not-
242 ing that while an atmosphere may dominate, it is also not in total
243 control: atmospheres have a potential to be felt. Finally, the rela-
244 tionship between practice and atmosphere should be mentioned.
245 As atmospheres emerge from bodies, they are connected to the
246 activities of those bodies: what Edensor labels the ‘‘reiterative
247 practices’’ which ‘‘coproduce’’ atmosphere (Edensor, 2012). Per-
248 haps contrarily, the atmosphere helps ‘ground’ affect, by showing
249 how experiences which may appear ephemeral, loose and floating
250 are often associated with material practices, bodies and places.
251 Work is required for an assemblage to control place, to become
252 an atmosphere. Deleuze and Guattari identify four ways in which
253 ‘refrains’ connect or disconnect assemblages to place, describing
254 these as ‘territorial motifs’ and citing the example of birdsong as
255 a practice which simultaneously achieves both of these roles
256 (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987: 357). Overall, Deleuze and Guattari
257 identify four ways in which assemblage is translated into territory,
258 that is, four different types of work which can produce atmosphere.
259 These are: ‘‘(1) territorial refrains that seek, mark, assemble a ter-
260 ritory; (2) territorialized function refrains that assume a special
261 function in the assemblage. . .; (3) the same. . . [can] pass into
262 new assemblages; and (4) refrains that collect or gather forces’’
263 (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987: 360). In this paper, I want to explore
264 how certain practices in the urban night take on these roles in ty-
265 ing an assemblage to place, and thus producing an atmosphere.
266 These roles can be called: border making (‘‘seek, mark, assemble’’);
267 definition (‘‘assume a special function’’); breaking (‘‘pass into new
268 assemblages’’) and entrenchment (‘‘collect or gather forces’’). These
269 functions are not mutually exclusive, and it should be expected
270 that there is some overlap between them. Using these ideas, how-
271 ever, we can move onto explore the current state of night-time
272 economy studies, before looking at how the urban night might
273 be better understood as atmosphere.

274 3. Night-time economy studies

275 Before moving onto discussing the possibility that assemblage
276 thought and atmosphere might offer for understanding the urban
277 night, it is worth exploring current ‘night-time economy studies’.
278 This phrase refers to the mixture of social science studies of alcohol
279 and social science studies of the night-time leisure industry that
280 has come to dominate howwe understand night-time cities. I want
281 to argue that under an assemblage urbanism approach, this area of
282 research can be understood as closing down the assemblages
283 which make up the night-time city. By making the object of study
284 the ‘night-time economy’, the city at night is reduced, first, to just
285 the bars and clubs which make up city centres, and second, to the
286 ‘economic’ ways of relating between these. Even studies within

287this area which offer a more diverse empirical perspective or which
288have integrated new theoretical approaches into night-time econ-
289omy studies (Jayne et al., 2010) have not, I argue, challenged the
290underlying framework of ‘night-time economy’ itself.
291As a phrase for describing the alcohol and leisure industry in the
292night-time city, the term ‘night-time economy’ has its origins in
293the work of the academics associated with Charles Landry’s crea-
294tive cities research organisation Comedia. Franco Bianchini, one
295of the academics involved in Comedia at the time, dated the term
296to 1987 and the Italian politician Renato Nicolini, who had been
297responsible for a series of cultural festivals, including night-time
298activities, in Rome called ‘L’Estate Romana’ between 1977 and
2991985 (Bianchini, 1995). This would fit with academic publications:
300the phrase does not appear in the 1986 book on British cultural
301policy Saturday Night or Sunday Morning (Mulgan and Worpole,
3021986) but is used in a 1990 article on cities and cultural planning
303by John Montgomery (Montgomery, 1990). From this, it is clear
304that night-time economy first gained currency in planning circles.
305Specifically, the term’s circulation was associated with the at-
306tempts of groups such as Comedia to encourage the deregulation
307and development of the alcohol and leisure industry at night (Bian-
308chini, 1995; Comedia, 1991; Heath, 1997) in both political and aca-
309demic fields. As Bianchini states:

310‘‘In the case of important regional cities the night-time could be
311used to maximise access to urban facilities from a wide catch-
312ment area. People from that area, many of whom are working
313in the daytime, may need longer opening hours in order to
314access facilities. More generally, there is the opportunity of
315‘doubling’ the city’s economy, starting perhaps from entertain-
316ment but then widening into other areas’’. (Bianchini, 1995, p.
317124)

318It is the opportunity to ‘double’ the city’s economy, by doubling
319the period of time by which city centres are productive, that is at
320the heart of the argument for a night-time economy raised by
321Bianchini and others. Furthermore, this phrase’s formulation is
322connected to the discursive power of the word ‘economy’ (rather
323than alternatives such as nightlife or night-time culture), particu-
324larly as this attempt to promote the urban night as a source of cul-
325tural production occurred during the recovery from the early 1990s
326recession in the UK.
327The term ‘night-time economy’ was initially used with a sense
328of hope: Bianchini, and Comedia, more broadly, were speaking of
329a multi-industry night, in which alcohol and leisure would form
330only a portion of activity (Bianchini, 1995). In a 2002 interview
331with John O’Conner, one of the academics working with Comedia,
332reaffirms this intention: ‘‘The whole issue of a diverse and high
333quality provision of different leisure, entertainment and cultural
334services outside the 9–5 period has been missed’’ (Roberts and
335Turner, 2005, p. 190). For O’Conner, the hope and promise of the
336night-time economy was never fulfilled due to its elision with
337the alcohol and leisure industry. As Hadfield et al. claim in a very
338quotable comment, the ‘‘Mass Volume Vertical Drinker has as-
339saulted the concept [24-h city] and all its good intentions, leaving
340it for dead in streets splattered with blood, vomit, urine and the
341sodden remains of take-aways’’ (Hadfield et al., 2001, p. 300). In
342other words, this night-time economy was intended to be much
343more than the night-time high street which developed, and as a
344project can be said to have largely failed in its initial aims. As I have
345argued elsewhere [reference removed for anonymous review pur-
346poses] this failure stemmed in part from the neoliberal ‘hi-jacking’
347of this movement: the opening up of a new-time space for multi-
348purpose activity was replaced by the opening up of one market
349(the sale of alcohol) in order to encourage consumption (see also
350Hadfield, 2006). It has also been convincingly argued that a failure
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351 to take into account culture, and specifically drinking culture, con-
352 tributed to the failure of this project (Jayne et al., 2011a; Nicholls,
353 2009; Roberts, 2006; Roberts and Eldridge, 2009).
354 Thus, while much of this writing has been critical of the night-
355 time economy, and the way in which alcohol consumption has
356 been problematised as solely a health problem (Jayne et al.,
357 2011b), so too does it retain a central focus on ‘night-time econ-
358 omy’ and associated alcohol consumption. This move is problem-
359 atic in the epistemologies of the night that it encourages. By
360 continuing to centre the economic, such critiques unintentionally
361 repeat the dominance of the night-time alcohol and leisure indus-
362 try. (Gibson-Graham, 2008). It is important to recognise, then, the
363 performative nature of terminology, in which names and labels
364 such as ‘night-time economy’ help to produce the arena which they
365 describe. As Latour argues, ‘‘whereas there is no independent do-
366 main of science, technique, law, religion, etc., it makes a huge, a
367 lasting, an enormous difference whether a connection is made leg-
368 ally, scientifically, religiously, artistically, politically or technically’’
369 (Latour, 2007: 7–8). In other words, while the night-time economy
370 may not exist as an independent domain, it makes a huge differ-
371 ence to describe and connect certain aspects of the night econom-
372 ically. The phrase ‘night-time economy’ was created in order to
373 ‘sell’ cultural production in the night to local and national author-
374 ities in the UK in the early 1990s (Hadfield, 2006). Even where city
375 authorities might have desired diverse ‘night-time economies’, in
376 practice it was the alcohol and leisure industry which was best
377 placed to take up the cheap development opportunities that were
378 available, while local authorities often had little power to influence
379 planning decisions that would prevent this (Hadfield et al., 2001;
380 Vall, 2007). Researchers who continue to use the phrase night-time
381 economy, and who continue to centre the economic when studying
382 the urban night, do not move beyond the dominance which came
383 from this. In this paper, I use ‘night-time alcohol and leisure indus-
384 try’ to refer to the alcohol and drinking industry at night, to
385 emphasise that it forms just a portion of the urban night. This also
386 reflects that much of ‘night-time economy studies’ remains very
387 close to ‘alcohol studies’, to the extent that it might in its current
388 form be seen as a sub-field of alcohol studies.

389 4. Night-time economy as night-time atmosphere

390 While the above section critiques the use of the term ‘night-
391 time economy’, here I want to more systematically apply the con-
392 cept of assemblage to the night-time city, exploring the specific
393 problems that have emerged out of the dominance of the phrase
394 ‘night-time economy’ and the associated approach to studying
395 the night-time city. I will then explore how ‘atmosphere’ can be
396 a better description of the night-time city centre, before drawing
397 from research in Newcastle-upon-Tyne to explore how practices
398 can assemble and maintain an atmosphere in the city at night. In
399 doing so, I seek to move beyond a simple call for the proliferation
400 of actors: while this is important, I do not feel that researchers sim-
401 ply need to include a wider series of practices, people and objects
402 in their vision of the night-time city. Rather, as I seek to develop in
403 this section, an assemblage-oriented approach offers an alternative
404 vision of the night-time city as an urban atmosphere.
405 Following my above discussion, two major limits to current
406 ‘night-time economy studies’ emerge. The first is that it tends to-
407 wards locating problems associated with the night-time city –
408 namely, anti-social behaviour and alcohol-related health problems
409 – in the governance and alcohol and leisure industry (Hobbs et al.,
410 2005: 263; Measham and Brain, 2005; Talbot, 2007). While there is
411 clearly a relationship between regulation, policing and alcohol
412 consumption, historical analysis also shows that any regulatory

413changes are filtered and shaped throughmundane practices of con-
414suming alcohol (Nicholls, 2009). As noted previously, the work of
415Jayne, Valentine and Holloway has offered an alternative attempt
416to explore a variety of different cultural contexts in which drinking
417occurs, in an attempt to problematise the narrow view that has
418been taken into research on alcohol (Jayne et al., 2011a). Nonethe-
419less the field is characterised by a tendency towards a reductio ad
420alcohol, which brings all of the political and social issues related
421to the urban night down to issues surrounding alcohol retail and
422legislation. This ‘‘reified discourse of nights within cities’’ (Gallan
423and Gibson, 2011, p. 2514) presumes the night-time city is pre-
424sumed to be only those spaces which make up and surround bars,
425pubs and clubs of a city. The second limit to night-time economy
426studies therefore emerges, with locations, actors and practices
427not directly associated with alcohol often displaced. Where addi-
428tional actors have been added in – bouncers (Hobbs et al., 2003),
429tourists (Bell, 2008), CCTV surveillance cameras (van Liempt and
430van Aalst, 2012), stag and hen parties (Thurnell-Read, 2011) – it
431is still alcohol and night-time economy which has tended to re-
432main the foundational topic of study. There are relatively few stud-
433ies which into the alcohol and leisure industry at night which have
434begun to move beyond a focus on regulation and the city centre
435(Hubbard, 2005). The areas of study that have seen most ‘cross-
436over’ research in relation to the alcohol and leisure industry at
437night have been sexuality (Waitt et al., 2011) and drugs (Hubbard,
4382005; Jackson, 2004; Measham and Moore, 2009). What is notable
439here is that these papers broaden study with a focus on ‘practices’,
440which begins to move the discussion of urban nights into new
441areas (for an example of an alcohol-oriented paper which does fo-
442cus on practice, see Jayne et al., 2012). Nevertheless, night-time
443economy studies still presents as a whole an empirically narrow
444view of the urban night.
445For these identified limitations, drawing from a form of assem-
446blage urbanism can offer a fresh approach. An assemblage ap-
447proach requires a questioning of emergence: how do city centre
448and night emerge together? What practices and materials consti-
449tute the night-time city centre, and what practices and materials
450run counter to the overall direction of city centres at night? In
451other words, this approach questions more completely the founda-
452tion of ‘night-time economy’, rather than taking the night-time city
453as an unproblematic background (Gallan and Gibson, 2011). In the
454night-time city, the night is an experience of ‘‘excitement, expecta-
455tion, apprehension, tension’’ (Malbon, 1999: x), in which the night-
456time city becomes a space for ‘constrained hedonism’ (Griffin et al.,
4572009). For those on the outside looking in, these places appear to
458be ‘no-go areas’ (Roberts, 2006), in which wild and dangerous
459behaviour takes control of the city centre for a period of time. Had-
460field perhaps best expresses this when he talks of the process of
461conducting participant observation research in the night-time city:

462‘‘In the course of my visits to over fifty high street premises over
463a four-year period . . . I became attuned to those aspects of the
464social and physical environment indicated by the research liter-
465ature and by my own experience, to be associated with alcohol-
466related crime and other forms of ‘stress’’’. (Hadfield, 2006: 276)

467Here, ‘becoming attuned’ to the environment is the process of
468becoming aware of the affective components of the atmosphere,
469which are driven by the various materials and bodies that are gath-
470ered together in the night-time city centre. As these materials
471gather together, affects are transmitted between them, transform-
472ing the assemblage into atmosphere. These assemblages then
473become entrenched, with boundaries being drawn to strengthen
474them. In the case of the night-time city, these boundaries are con-
475structed in space and time – as Hadfield and Lister state quoting
476the band ‘Arctic Monkeys’: ‘‘This town’s a different town today’’
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477 (Hadfield et al., 2009). In other words, the day and night-time city
478 differ due to the practices and materials which create boundaries
479 within which assemblages can connect to space, and within these
480 boundaries maintain the resultant atmosphere. The affective atmo-
481 sphere is thus subsequent to a series of orderings, constructions
482 and bringing together. In the subsequent empirical material, I want
483 to look at how some of these ways of brining the assemblage to-
484 gether into an atmosphere take place in Newcastle-upon-Tyne at
485 night.

486 5. Generating the night-time city atmosphere in Newcastle-
487 upon-Tyne

488 Newcastle-upon-Tyne is a city with what has been labelled a
489 ‘traditional working-class drinking culture’ (Vall, 2007). This cul-
490 ture is centred on pub-based weekend drinking by both men and
491 women, and reflects the wider drinking culture that has emerged
492 in the UK since the early 1990s. With heavy weekend drinking in
493 the city centre a feature of Newcastle’s drinking culture before this
494 trend spread nationally, the socio-spatial biography of the city al-
495 ready provides a space suitable for the entrenchment of the affec-
496 tive atmosphere of the city’s night, with Newcastle gaining a
497 reputation as a ‘party city’. Perhaps as a result of its reputation,
498 Newcastle’s nightlife is one of the more heavily studied in the UK
499 (Chatterton and Hollands, 2001; Hollands, 1995; Nayak, 2006; Pain
500 and Townshend, 2002). It has seen significant growth from the
501 1990s, and is now a heavily regulated and managed part of the lo-
502 cal economy. This background is important as atmospheres, while
503 often ephemeral and affect-driven, emerge from culturally contin-
504 gent representational context: that is, the ‘‘cumulative processes
505 through which affect in place is experienced’’ (Edensor, 2012, p.
506 1105). While the practices, materials and affects which generate
507 Newcastle’s night-time might be repeated elsewhere, the specific
508 emergent atmosphere is unique.
509 The research used in this paper comes from a larger project
510 studying the night-time city centre of Newcastle. The research
511 was not carried out with the framework described above in mind;
512 rather, this emerged during and after the research. While drawing
513 on similar literatures to those used in this paper, the research re-
514 tained an alcohol and night-time economy focus. As such, the
515 empirical material drawn upon in this paper is used in an explor-
516 ative way, as vignettes or moments which show how atmosphere
517 gains place through an arranging in the city. While the actual
518 material does thus not take us far from existing research into the
519 urban night, this also has the advantage of showing how an alter-
520 native conception of the night-time city can help alter our ap-
521 proach. The specific material drawn upon here is based upon two
522 sections of the research. First, I have drawn from 1 month of partic-
523 ipant observation in the control room of a regional taxi firm. This
524 consisted of three-four visits a week, each lasting around 5 h and
525 across the month covering a full range of times between 18:00
526 and 05:00. In addition to the participant observation, I also con-
527 ducted interviews and a focus group with six taxi drivers from a
528 different taxi firm in the city, exploring their experiences of work-
529 ing in the city centre at night. Second, I have used my research with
530 Newcastle-upon-Tyne’s Neighbourhood Services Night Team, that
531 is, the city centre’s street cleaners. This involved repeated partici-
532 pant observation with staff both in their depot and out on the
533 streets on a recurring basis over 6 months. In total, I conducted
534 13 participant observation visits, in addition to two interviews
535 with managers on the team and informal interviews conducted
536 during the participant observation. All of this research took place
537 in the context of a longer piece of 18 month participant-observa-
538 tion in Newcastle-upon-Tyne at night. The research is presented
539 in order to illustrate different practices involved in creating the

540atmosphere of the night-time city, rather than to explore specifi-
541cally the work of these groups in the night. In exploring how the
542atmosphere of the night-time city emerges, I draw on the four dif-
543ferent roles that practices can take as suggested by Deleuze and
544Guattari (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987).

5455.1. Border marking

546‘Border-making’ refers to practices which, according to Deleuze
547and Guattari, ‘‘seek, mark, assemble’’ an assemblage within a terri-
548tory. These practices bring bodies together, generating the spatial
549proximity which is required for an atmosphere to emerge. By
550bringing these bodies together a boundary to an atmosphere can
551begin to emerge, although this will usually be a broad porous
552boundary. Once such a boundary begins to emerge, further prac-
553tices can reinforce it and thus strengthen the atmosphere. The fol-
554lowing extract from my research diary seeks to illustrate this:
555‘‘In the taxi offices, an operator collects a phone call. ‘‘Hello
556Eastwall Taxis, this is Alison speaking. [pause] And where would
557you like that from? Bar Blanc?’’ There is a pause as she enters this
558bar name into a computer. The computer searchers through its
559database of bar locations in Tyne and Wear and pulls up a probable
560match. ‘‘And that’s on Osborne Road in Jesmond is it?’’ . . .The book-
561ing is entered at the computer; up through wires and cables, the
562information goes to two large cupboard-sized servers – the floors
563of Eastwall’s building needed reinforcing to hold them. This travels
564back down the wires to the central dispatch computer, which logs
565the booking within its given time period. Twenty minutes later, the
566booking has moved up the priority list and is the next booking to
567be allocated. Eastwall’s GPS system identifies a car which is due
568to become available in the Jesmond area, and, once the driver
569has declared their previous fare finished, s/he receives the details
570of the booking. . . . The computer in Eastwall Taxi’s offices retrieves
571the phone number of the customer and sends a text with the de-
572tails of the driver’s taxi. The customer in Bar Blanc receives the
573text. A few minutes later it is confirmed that the driver has picked
574up the customers’’. These practices in distant spaces interact with
575the city centre to generate atmosphere. Groups of people pour
576out of taxis which have taken them from suburbs, into the city cen-
577tre. Already drunk from either their local pub-crawl or home based
578‘pre-loading’,1 these groups quickly liven up an already busy city
579centre. As people travel the other way, taxi ranks for Hackney Car-
580riages become late-night pinch points of crowds and violence. As
581people travel home in taxis, the intense atmosphere of a busy city-
582centre at night is quickly dispersed via bodies which, through their
583separating, quickly lose hold of the affects that had previously envel-
584oped them.
585Taxis are central to mobilities in the urban night (Cooper et al.,
5862010), giving them a key role in bringing people and objects into a
587particular area. In other words, they assemble the bodies required
588to generate atmosphere (Anderson, 2009). The offices of ‘Eastwall
589Taxis’ – a pseudonym – attract more than one thousand calls an
590hour during a busy weekend night, and they find themselves run-
591ning an hour behind demand at peak times, despite having seventy
592vehicles out at any given moment. Eastwall, a private hire com-
593pany, are exemplary of the kind of taxi firms whose existence in
594the UK has only become possible over the last 10 years, thanks to
595developments in technology. Inputs from a series of sources –
596phone operators, dispatchers and drivers – allow software to locate
597drivers, allocate fares and inform dispatch staff of their completion.
598Customers who book via their mobile receive texts describing the
599car which is due to collect them. During my time in the company’s

1 Pre-loading refers to consumption of significant amounts of shop-brought alcohol
at home, benefitting from the cheaper prices that off-licence retailers are able to offer
(Boyle et al., 2009).
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600 offices as an ethnographer, only once did they have to turn a city
601 map. Using a mixture of technology and learnt experience of the
602 city, drivers can operate over a much wider geographical spread
603 than many of their rivals; whilst other companies with whom I re-
604 searched had to reject fares in certain locations, Eastwall were able
605 to collect fares all over Tyne andWear, including those that neither
606 started nor terminated in either the city centre of Newcastle or
607 their suburban base.
608 By bringing bodies together, and then by pulling them away,
609 taxis contribute significantly to the temporal boundaries in the
610 night-time city. At the start of the night, taxis allow people to make
611 their way to the city centre relatively late, having consumed their
612 alcohol elsewhere (Chatterton and Hollands, 2001; Hollands,
613 1995)., This pushes the temporal border of the night back a little
614 – it allows people to arrive later into the city centre. As such, these
615 practices contribute to the emergence of bustling, flexible atmo-
616 sphere, but one which is intensified within a small time-space.
617 This, then, has the effect of reinforcing the strength of the night-
618 time city atmosphere, by assembling bodies together in a short-
619 enough timeframe to allow for the atmosphere of the night-time
620 city centre to grow.

621 5.2. Defining and entrenchment

622 I have categorised these two roles of practices together. Defin-
623 ing is my name for those practices which Deleuze and Guattari de-
624 scribe as taking on a particular role in an assemblage:
625 ‘‘territorialized function refrains that assume a special function in
626 the assemblage’’ (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987: 360). In the context
627 of the formation of an atmosphere, such practices are those which
628 either take on a particular function which helps the atmosphere
629 persist, or which are discursively marked in certain ways so as to
630 encourage the perception of an atmosphere. Entrenchment, mean-
631 while, are those practices which function to tie an atmosphere
632 more closely to a particular place (‘‘refrains that collect or gather
633 forces’’). I bring these together in order to highlight that these four
634 functions of practices are not separate: they are analytical and
635 descriptive tools, rather than distinct moments or actions which
636 can be fully independently identified, which is why their roles
637 can be seen to cross over somewhat too.
638 Night-time street cleaning may be envisioned as a background
639 activity with little to do with the generation of atmosphere of a
640 city: it has been characterised as ‘‘cleaning the streets and collect-
641 ing rubbish in the early morning when fewer people are about’’
642 (Adams et al., 2007: 203). Nevertheless, while its role might be less
643 obvious than the illuminating of space (Edensor, 2012) or the mu-
644 sic played in bars (Hadfield, 2006), it is nonetheless important. In
645 Newcastle, a team of night-time street cleaners can be found scat-
646 tered across the city centre among the crowds queuing for bars and
647 clubs. Moving between groups, they respond to the atmosphere by
648 avoiding conflict with rowdy groups, and interacting playfully with
649 those who seem more amiable. Leaflets are swept up and collated
650 to be gathered by machines; individual cleaners with litter pickers
651 walk round the edge of bar entrance ways, collecting cigarette
652 butts from the floor. Their purpose is simple: to manage and con-
653 tain the excessive flows of material that are produced from the
654 atmosphere of the night-time city. The street cleaners in Newcastle
655 city centre are thus involved in a task of management, attempting
656 to keep an ever spiralling mixture of leaflets, food packaging and
657 bodily fluids under control. On the night-time city streets, cleaners
658 can be understood as having to literally mop up the excess parts of
659 the assemblage of the night-time alcohol and leisure industry.
660 The street-cleaners take on a defining role in the night-time city
661 atmosphere by preventing the excess associated with the night-
662 time city from overwhelming it. The affective atmospheric excess
663 is matched by a material excess as well. This spills all over the

664place, and not just directly though urination or vomiting (Eldridge,
6652010). Bars and clubs send out teams of leafleting staff offering
666cheap alcohol deals or offers: most of these leaflets are immedi-
667ately dropped onto the floor. These then mix with the grease from
668fast food packaging (see Fig. 1), the need for which has been cre-
669ated in part by the high consumption of alcohol. Here, we see the
670bars and clubs generating a range of different excesses which spill
671out onto the wider city streets: this becomes a moment in which
672the alcohol and leisure industry’s relationship with the rest of
673the city is potentially undermined. Street cleaners, take on the role
674of maintaining the alcohol and leisure industry by incorporating
675these materials into a different assemblage of waste management.
676In combination with their Swingo vehicles, the cleaners form a ma-
677chine to produce waste out of the night-time alcohol and leisure
678industry. In doing so, this machine maintains the city centre at
679night and allows the atmosphere of excess to form. Figs. 1 and 2
680capture the extent to which this excess can develop:
681If this work defines the night-time city centre atmosphere, it
682also helps entrench it. When morning comes, city streets are lar-
683gely empty, so that few people would be aware of the excess that
684has passed before. By preventing the affects of the night-time city
685centre to spread out, this results in an entrenchment of these af-
686fects within the city centre space. This entrenchment is also thus
687closely connected to boundary making, as discussed previously:
688it ‘gathers forces’ into a particular moment and holds them there.
689In doing so, night-time street cleaning supports the psychological
690entrenchment that has been identified in research as associated
691with the urban night. As Griffin et al. state, the night-time city is
692defined by ‘‘the pursuit of pleasure and hedonistic excess in
693bounded urban ‘wild zones’’’ (Griffin et al., 2009: 503) as drinkers
694look for a ‘‘controlled loss of control’’ (Measham and Brain, 2005, p.
695273). These ways of testing or experimenting with subjectivity in
696the urban night (Shaw, 2010) are possible because of the strong
697atmosphere created by the entrenchment of these affects within
698the night-time city centre. If these affects were allowed to spill
699out into the rest of the city, the strength of the affective atmo-
700sphere would be weakened, and thus the ability to use this time-
701space as a zone for controlled loss of control would be reduced.

7025.3. Breaking

703If taxis help make and assemble the night-time city centre
704atmosphere, they can also break through the boundaries of it,
705and attach it to elsewhere. Here, breaking refers to the process of
706‘‘pass[ing] into new assemblages’’ (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987:
707360). As such, it is not just about assemblages collapsing, but about
708transfer between assemblages. In the urban night, as an atmo-
709sphere which is inherently bounded in time and space, a number

Fig. 1. Leaflets stuck onto floor with waste food grease.
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710 of different practices bring it to an end. Taxis can act as objects
711 which ‘punch’ through atmospheric boundaries as they move be-
712 tween city centre and suburb. As noted earlier, this makes taxis a
713 major part of dispersing the night-time atmosphere as bars and
714 pubs close. Police in Newcastle make use of this feature in the
715 evening by using taxis as part of their implementation of ‘Direction
716 to Leave’ notices or ‘Dispersal Orders’. These orders give the police
717 the power to disperse groups and to remove people from a certain
718 area during the night (Helms et al., 2007). If someone is given such
719 an order, they are prevented from being in a designated area for a
720 period of time. These are used for low-level crime or for people
721 who are extremely drunk, with the measure being used in order
722 to reduce the possibility of crime. By removing a body from the
723 atmosphere of the city centre at night, such orders nullify the affec-
724 tive capacity of these bodies. For the drivers, however, the use of
725 these orders can be problematic. Such a tactic is often used to re-
726 move intoxicated individuals who have the potential to cause trou-
727 ble, as an alternative to locking them in the cells for the night. This
728 process, however, only reduces the affective capacity of these
729 drunken bodies to act within a certain space. The bound-up capac-
730 ity for affect in the agitated drunken body is shifted to the (con-
731 fined) space of the driver’s vehicle. Interviews suggested that
732 these passengers were the most likely to be problematic when in
733 the back of the cab: ‘‘We get take these passengers out of the city
734 centre, which is fine like, we don’t really have much choice. But
735 they’re always agitated, bound up. It’s them I like taking least’’
736 (Newcastle taxi driver, Male). Taxis, here, thus transport the atmo-
737 sphere of the city centre around the wider Newcastle and Tyneside
738 area, punching through some of the boundaries and acting as vec-
739 tors along which this affectivity of the night-time city can travel.
740 However, breaking practices can also rupture an atmosphere.
741 The presence of street-cleaners can sometimes interact awkwardly
742 with the ‘controlled loss of control’ of the night-time city. During
743 rides in the Swingo cleaning vehicle, I experienced the fractious
744 atmosphere that came from the conflicting mobilities of the vehicle
745 and the people on the streets. As we drove round, people regularly
746 walked in-front of us, both deliberately and by accident: some
747 asked for lifts, others refused to move from our way. People would
748 drop litter playfully in front of us, or bash on the sides of the vehi-
749 cle as we passed. Distinguishing between those who found the
750 presence of the Swingo an amusing, incongruous insertion into
751 the night-time city, and those who found it an annoying impedi-
752 ment to their enjoyment, was particularly difficult. Here, the
753 mobilities of the institutional, bulky and official vehicle contrasted
754 with the spontaneous, unthinking mobilities of the walking, drun-
755 ken crowd. Such breaks and interruptions can reveal that the
756 night-time city centre is thus vulnerable to sudden shifts, that
757 the hold of assemblage over place is relatively fragile (Dawney,
758 2013). Experiences such as this – micro-breaks in the atmosphere
759 of the city centre at night – can be found in various moments and
760 practices in the night-time city.

7616. Conclusion: atmospheres of the night-time city centre

762This paper has aimed to explore in greater the detail the possi-
763ble connection between the concepts of atmosphere and the
764assemblage. It has proposed that atmospheres can be viewed as
765‘placed assemblage’, whereby the practices which make up the
766assemblage have worked to tie it to a place. What we experience
767as atmosphere – as the buzz, sensation and feeling of the city cen-
768tre at night – cannot be described as ‘an economy’. The night-time
769city is not the night-time economy: it is a vibrating, pulsating
770atmosphere. It differs from day as a variety of affects and practices
771gain traction within a particular space-time and generate this
772atmosphere. The empirical material discussed reveals a constant
773on-going work in the creation and maintenance of the night-time
774city centre atmosphere. Bars, clubs and restaurants thus form just
775one group of materials and practices which make atmosphere out
776of assemblage, bringing together people, objects, ideas, affects and
777discourses. In this paper, I have focused on three of these practices:
778boundary making; diversity of actors; and, the coexistence of these
779actors within a particular time and place. In doing so, this paper
780has developed the relationship between assemblage and atmo-
781sphere as concepts (Anderson, 2009). This understanding of atmo-
782sphere as a ‘placed assemblage’ helps in grasping their
783simultaneous strength and power; their materiality and immateri-
784ality. Crucially, I feel that this offers a much better description of
785the night-time city than the phrase ‘night-time economy’ ever
786has. However, neither phrase (‘night-time economy’ and ‘night-
787time atmosphere) should be understood as singular: both refer to
788a level of plurality. In particular, the sensing of an atmosphere is
789conditioned by the body, and differing atmospheres may be sensed
790by differing individuals.
791The inter-disciplinary field of ‘night-time economy studies’
792emerged in the mid-1990s, with Hollands’ 1995 paper Friday
793Night, Saturday Night standing as an obvious marker of the birth
794of this area of study (Hollands, 1995). The last few years have seen
795this area of research reach maturity, with overviews from a num-
796ber of disciplinary positions presenting a clear indication that this
797is now a well-developed field (Jayne et al., 2011a; Nicholls, 2009;
798Roberts and Eldridge, 2009). Furthermore, engagement with de-
799bates about urban illumination (Edensor, 2012) and requests for
800consideration of a broader range of actors in the night (Eldridge
801and Robert, 2013) indicate a desire for a continued evolution in
802our understanding of urban nights. Still, social scientists have so
803far only begun to touch upon the ways in which experience of
804the urban night is differentiated by gender (Waitt et al., 2011), reli-
805gion (Valentine et al., 2010), race (Talbot, 2004) and other segmen-
806tations. We have also failed to integrate studies of sexuality with
807the urban night, despite some of the obvious connections
808(Hubbard, 2005). Furthermore, our geographical sensibility of the
809night is narrow. This paper does not move beyond the night-time
810city centre, but we need more studies of suburbs, towns, homes,
811workplaces and community centres at night: in other words, places
812and spaces which are not the city centre streets or the bars which
813surround them.
814Through the recognition of the importance of interpreting
815assemblage as (an) ‘arranging’, this paper seeks to build upon a
816growing body of literature that has emphasised the contingent,
817constructed nature of urban spaces. Assemblage offers us a new
818ontology and epistemology of the city. This demands, then, that
819we rethink our objects of research and how we conceptualise
820them. ‘Night-time economy’ is thus just one concept that requires
821a reconceptualization. More broadly, we might begin to think what
822an assemblage approach towards the city can help us understand
823about the city more generally. If assemblages incorporate a range
824of actors and practices, what role might night play as an active

Fig. 2. Vomit and urine corroding stone at The Gate Entertainment complex.
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825 participant in generating the city? In this paper, I have offered an
826 affective atmosphere as a description of the city centre at night.
827 However, there are probably multiple types of night in different
828 social–cultural contexts. How do these different nights interact?
829 What is their connection to the ‘natural night’? At the moment,
830 ‘night-time economy studies’ has led us down a path towards this
831 nightography; it is now up to us to step through the door.
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